
Our mission is to provide high
quality, comfortable and stylish 

household textiles to our customers
globally through an innovative,

ethical, inspired and world-leading
organisation and to educate our

customers on the benefits and care
of our products.
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BED LINEN RANGES
200 Thread Count

white

cream

taupe

QUALITY RANGE

This range is manufactured from crisp,

plain weave, pure combed cotton

in a 200 thread count percale construction.

Available in a variety of colours.

Classique Baroque Oxford Luxury Satin
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BED LINEN RANGES
300 Thread Count

SUPERIOR

This range is manufactured from pure

combed cotton in a 300 thread count

percale construction giving an exceptionally 

smooth, crisp and luxurious handle to the fabric.
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Classique Baroque Oxford Luxury Satin



BED LINEN RANGES
400 Thread Count

EGYPTIAN COTTON

This range is manufactured from brilliant white, 

sateen weave, pure combed Egyptian cotton 

in a 400 thread count construction giving an 

exceptionally smooth, lustrous and luxurious 

handle to the fabric.
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Classique

Sand

Baroque Oxford

Blue Vapour 

Luxury Satin

Slate



BED LINEN RANGES
600 Thread Count

PREMIUM RANGE

This range is manufactured from brilliant white,

pure combed cotton in a 600 thread count

sateen construction giving an exceptionally

smooth, lustrous and luxurious handle

to the fabric.
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Classique Baroque Oxford Luxury Satin



PURE LINEN

Pure linen is incomparably cool, fresh and

comfortable. A strong natural fibre derived from 

the flax plant, it is more durable than cotton 

which results in a lifespan that can be up to three 

times longer than the cotton percale bedding.
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Classique Baroque Oxford Luxury Satin



DESIGNER RANGES

These unique product ranges have been 

created by the Linen Drawer design team.

A combination of modern styling and classical 

elegance, these ranges are produced from 200 

thread count, pure cotton percale fabrics with 

pure linen and cotton percale cuffs (or aspects) 

creating unique  design effects on these duvet 

cover sets.
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GIFT OPTIONS

To compliment our superb range of

bed linen, we have included a variety of

gift options for any special occasion. 

linen scents

embroidered rhymes

bed linen gift boxes

warm heart pillow cases
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EMBROIDERED
   OPTIONS

These are some of our unique embroidery 

designs that can be embroidered onto virtually 

any of our products.

We are also able to customise almost any 

embroidery design on request.
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BABY RANGES
LINEN and BLANKETS

COT LINEN
Fitted and flat sheets, duvet covers and baby 
pillow cases in 200 thread count, pure cotton 

percale.

HORIZON PURE COTTON THROWS
These Horizon Pure Cotton Throws are knitted using 

pure cotton yarns that are completely luxurious. 
Being pure cotton, they are produced from natural 

fibres that are hypoallergenic.

Embroidered Range

White Linen Horizon Pure Cotton Baby Throws
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BABY RANGES
DESIGNER

Designed with very special babies in mind.

rainbow baby
200 Thread Count

elegant baby
400 Thread Count

cream ombré baby
200 Thread Count

pure baby
pure linen

satin baby
satin stripe 300 Thread Count

grey ombré baby
grey 200 Thread Count 10



Linen Drawer has a standard range of table linen 

fabrics for your classical tabling requirements.

We also stock white and black Conlyn.rose damask

china damask palace damask

stone conlyn

block check dobby weave lily of the valley damask

TABLING
STANDARD
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Linen Drawer has designed a range of table linen 

with fine dining requirements in mind.

All products are available as table cloths and table napkins. 
The Ramie (Purest White) is available in table runners, 

napkins and placemats.

TABLING
DESIGNER RANGE

purest white

antique stone luxury satin natural stone
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THROWS AND
   BLANKETS

HORIZON PURE COTTON THROWS
These Horizon Pure Cotton Throws are knitted using 

pure cotton yarns that are completely luxurious. Being 
pure cotton, they are produced from natural fibres 

which are hypoallergenic.

ACRYLIC FURPILE
These heavier, warm and luxurious “furpile” blankets 
are a must-have during winter. These “furpiles” have 

been keeping South Africans warm for decades.

Horizon Pure Cotton Throws

pure cotton throws acrylic furpile
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HINTERVELD

These blankets and throws are produced in

South Africa exclusively from Kid Mohair or from 

a blend including Kid Mohair and a variety of 

quallity fibres such as silk and wool. 

Skillful hand knotting creates a beautiful finish 

worthy of decades of appreciation.

natural
elegance

new york
day

opening
night

african
blanket

pharos song on the
radio

rhapsody beautiful
story

atmosphere
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BED WRAPS, TOPPERS AND 
MATTRESS AND
PILLOW PROTECTORS

BED WRAPS
For an effortless and contemporary finish, these 

beautiful, styled bed wraps are the perfect compliment 
to your bed linen.

TOPPERS
Toppers are used in the hospitality industry as a 

mattress converter to convert two single beds pushed 
together, into a king size bed. 

MATTRESS AND PILLOW 
PROTECTORS

Quilted or Waterproof Pillow and Mattress Protectors 
are designed to extend the lifespan of your pillows 

and mattresses, keeping them cleaner and fresher for 

longer.mattress protectors

bed wraps topper

pillow protectors
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TOWELS

IMPERIAL RANGE (550g/sq.m)
These luxurious towels are ideally suited for the retail/

consumer markets.

COMFIT RANGE (520g/sq.m)
These towels, available in white and pebble only are 

aimed at the hospitality industry.

SNAG PROOF (440g/sq.m)
This range of towels is available in a variety of colours 

and is produced from pure cotton. At 440g/sq.m it 
is a snag proof and good quality towel designed for 

frequent use.

Snag Proof (550g/sq.m)

Imperial Range
Woven (550g/sq.m)

Comfit Range
Woven (520g/sq.m) 16



BATH MATS

DHURRIE BATH MATS
These quality “Dhurrie” bath mats are HAND 

WOVEN in Cape Town, South Africa. They 

are stylish, made from pure cotton and are 

very durable.

ATHENS BATH MAT (900g/sq.m)
A range of luxurious towelling bath mats are 

available in both 580g/sq.m and 1100g/sq.m 

in a variety of colours.

dhurrie bath mats athens bath mat
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BATHROBES and
   SLIPPERS

BATHROBES
Our range of bathrobes are made from high 

quality cotton yarns and are suitable for use 

in the home, hotel and spa industries.

These robes can be personalised on request.

SLIPPERS
Slippers are available in velour.

towelling gown pure egyptian cotton gown

velour slippers
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ENQUIRIES
info@linendrawer.co.za

Showroom: +27 (0)21 872 0108
Fax: +27 (0)86 560 0107
www.linendrawer.co.za


